The Black Lagoon series looks like a set of simple picture books, but is rather wonderfully surprising in its depth and subject matter. Highly recommend these because it offers an opportunity to teach your child about historic events (there are numerous allusions) and thrills them with the absurd mystery and hyperbole of the “scary” subject. Read more.

Jeanette Jefcoat. 5.0 out of 5 stars Grandson loves the series. June 10, 2016 - Published on Amazon.com. Verified Purchase. Grandson loves the series. series Black Lagoon Picture Books. Buy the eBook. PriceÂ Mrs. Green tells her students that they're going to have a class pet! Hubie's imagination goes wild. Will the new class pet have fangs, horns, or headlights? Will it be vicious? Who knows what kind of monster Mrs. Green will bring in? Start your review of The Class Pet from the Black Lagoon (Black Lagoon, #11). Write a review. Aug 09, 2011 Becky rated it really liked it · review of another edition. It's a little different from the other books in the series, because instead of an authority figure from the school, the creature from the black lagoon is the class pet. The narrative is entertaining and the illustrations are as creepy and funny as ever. We enjoyed reading this story together. We've read many of the books in this series and our girls love them. When we finish, we will likely begin reading the Black Lagoon Adventures chapter book series. This is a fun story in the Black Lagoon series. Book Overview. A new title in the bestselling Black Lagoon series—with an eye-catching new look for Trade It's another scary day at the Black Lagoon... Mrs. Green tells her students that they're going to have a class pet! Hubie's imagination goes wild. Will the new class pet have fangs, horns, or headlights? Will it be vicious? Who knows what kind of monster Mrs. Green will bring in?